Covid-19 Shots--Spiritual Implications

Pharmakeia, The ‘God Gene’, And Just What Is The Real Target Of The COVID-19 Vaccines That Were Rushed Into Production And Forced On Us?

As you will see in this latest article from end times author Lori DeMonia, modern science is obsessed with finding a gene which controls our worship of God, and neutralizing it through chemical injections. The COVID-19 vaccines have killed untold thousands of people, and wounded hundreds of thousands more; these are what they call ‘acceptable losses’. We are told we cannot go back to our lives until we agree to receive the vaccine, yet, the virus has a 99+% recovery rate. What are they really looking to inoculate out of us?

“And the rest of the men which were not killed by these plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that they should not worship devils, and idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and of wood: which neither can see, nor hear, nor walk: Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts.” Revelation 9:20,21 (KJB)

Sorceries--Lexicon :: Strong's G5331 - pharmakeia

The KJV translates Strong's G5331 in the following manner: sorcery (2x), witchcraft (1x).

Outline of Biblical Usage [?]

1. the use or the administering of drugs
2. poisoning
3. sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it

FROM LORI DEMONIA: The author of the dystopian book Brave New World, Aldous Huxley gave the following ominous warning during a speech at Berkeley in 1962 called ‘The Ultimate Revolution’:

“There will be in the next generation or so a pharmacological method of making people love their servitude and producing dictatorship without tears, so to speak, producing a kind of painless concentration camp for entire societies so that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from them but will rather enjoy it. Medical science has made such tremendous progress that there is hardly a healthy human left.”

With astonishing accuracy, Huxley described what sounds like our world today.

However, Rudolph Steiner (1861 – 1925) an Australian philosopher gave this chilling prediction:

“In the future, we will eliminate the soul with medicine. Under the pretext of a ‘healthy point of view’, there will be a vaccine by which the human body will be treated as soon as possible directly at birth, so that the human being cannot develop the thought of the existence of soul and spirit. The materialistic doctors, will be entrusted the task of removing the soul of humanity. …With such a vaccine, you can easily make the etheric body loose in the physical body.”

That term ‘etheric’ is a new age term used by Neo-Theosophy. Their symbol has the saying (in French) “There is no religion greater than the truth.” Notice the swastika?

The idea for medically changing human thought and beliefs via pharmaceuticals has been envisioned in the past, this article presents a selection of separate anecdotes to illustrate how they just may all interrelate to achieve an objective.
In April, 2017 the FDA approved a drug mainly to treat Tardive Dyskinesia, and chorea, associated with Huntington’s disease. This prescription drug is now available in two formulations. The function of these drugs is to inhibit the vesicular monoamine transporter, VMAT2 for short. So why should inhibiting one’s VMAT2 gene interest us? Because this same gene, the VMAT2 gene, was nicknamed the God gene.

A study on this gene was conducted by the Stem Cells Research Center of Oncology and Hematology and Research Center of Human Genetics Tabriz University of Medical Sciences in Iran. Before going into details of this study, it is important to point out it was published by Symbiosis Publishing. An international online publisher of peer reviewed studies. They mainly publish research in the areas of Clinical, Medicine, Life Sciences, Pharma, Engineering & Technology. An important fact due to the fact checks and debunked stories circulating on this topic. No, this study was published by a credible publisher, medically peer reviewed, following a strict screening for plagiarism.

The published study was called “VMAT2 Gene Molecular study of 2,000 peoples in the Religious Behavior and Belief in God of the citizens of the city of Tabriz in IRAN”. The hypothesis is that this particular gene is hardwired so to speak into an individuals genes and predisposes them to spiritual experiences. Back in 2005 geneticist Dean Hamer wrote the book “The God Gene: How Faith is Hard Wired into Our Genes”. Other prior researchers who worked on the God gene are cited in this study, including one who analyzed DNA and personality score data of 1,000 people to single out a particular gene involved with one’s spirituality tendency. Yes, that gene was the VMAT2 gene.

Studying 2,000 subjects (1,000 considered religious, 1,000 deemed non-religious) through the measurement of gene expressions related to an individual's religious leanings they came to a conclusion. They found one’s desire and natural need to seek God and to worship in some form had a direct connection to one’s genes. Several genes play a role in one’s beliefs, but the single gene of utmost importance to spirituality (religious practices) was the VMAT2 gene. That was the single gene playing a crucial role in one’s need of God. If their findings are correct, what would taking a vaccine or prescription drug that inhibits (or even worse destroys) the VMAT2 gene do to a person?

In April, 2005 a highly classified presentation was given to members of the Dept. of Defense and top military officials at the Pentagon. This has been debunked oddly enough when you search about it. But the video, supposedly recorded and leaked by a whistle-blower of this Pentagon briefing has someone presenting.
medical terminology and genome language that most “pranksters” probably could not pull off and sound very credible. The briefing from the so called “fake bio-weapon scientist” has the following topic points:

1. The U.S. Military biological weapons program has been creating a vaccine that is specifically formulated to immunize targeted individuals and populations against the expression of the God gene, also known as vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2).

2. The suppression of VMAT2 has been a primary goal of US biological weapon laboratories for decades with the ostensible purpose of neutralizing terrorists who act on their religious fanaticism.

...What’s very interesting is the fact that one year prior to the “unconfirmed” Pentagon briefing in 2005, was the October, 2004, Time magazine dedicated to the God gene. Asking “does our DNA compel us to seek a higher power? Believe it or not, some scientists say yes.” For a topic we are now to believe is crazy conspiracy talk, one only needs to do some research to find the vested interest in studying this gene.

The cover story was entitled Religion: Is God in Our Genes? A provocative study asks whether religion is a product of evolution. Inside a quest for the roots of faith, it discusses the genetic work of Dean Hamer and states: Spelunking in the human genome is not easy, what with 35,000 genes consisting of 3.2 billion chemical bases. Studying the nine candidate genes in DNA samples provided by his subjects, Hamer quickly hit the genetic jackpot. A variation in a gene known as VMAT2—for vesicular monoamine transporter—A book published in 2008 by Matthew Alper is called The “God” Part of the Brain, asks the question, is man the product of a God, or is “God” the product of human evolution? And there are numerous other books and articles about this topic which supports the fact that this gene is being studied.

And then we have this quote:

“They’ve killed God; I can’t feel God; My soul is dead”.

Made by an individual who volunteered for the AstraZeneca vaccine trial in 2020 and developed “neurological problems”. This halted the trial as he was the second to experience these neurological problems. What are the odds that there was a potential development to eliminate one’s religious behavior via vaccine, and this being said by a vaccine participant. Strange coincidence, isn’t it? If there were similar things said by other trial participants, do you think that would be made public?

Covid-19 Shots—Testimonies Spiritual Implications—No Desire for God Anymore??

-----Original Message-----
From: Krista
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2021 8:42 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: I was going to email concerning what the vaccine does to you spiritually, but then I heard this week’s teaching.
Listener Comment: My brother in law has been a Christian for about 40 years. He took the vaccine and now said he has no faith whatsoever and is just surviving day to day now. I believe these vaccines render Christians useless and unable to spread the gospel and hope to other people, and that is why they are pushing them so hard on Christians.

From: Naomi
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 8:04 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: I met a man at Walmart today who said he was a "Christian"...He was wearing a mask and I asked him if he was sick and he told me that he wears that to protect people like me, without masks. I asked him what he thought about vaccines and he told me that he took a second jab last week. I literally was not able to answer or say to him anything because of what he told me. He looked very sick but he told me that he was feeling fine. I watched a few days ago what I sent to you "A COMING COVID CATASTROPHE!" and here we go. After I talked to a person he wanted to give me a hug after I said goodbye but I had a very creepy feeling after what I learned in that video. I smiled and told him that I will pass on the hug. Also I met a few people from the church who bragged about getting a "kill shot". Something was different about them, not right, again a very and very creepy feeling. I know what it is (I still cannot fully process it) God’s presence, Spirit departed their temples... One woman was so stone cold while talking to me (in the past before getting the "mark" she was very sweet though, very friendly) and when the 5G is activated they will be turned into zombies. Related:
USA Military Actually Has A Zombie Plan - This Is It (Conplan 8888)
Christian Man explains what he felt after receiving the Covid Shot—Can’t Feel God Anymore
Play (Warning Baby Crying Loudly): https://youtu.be/TZxyCeCH5B0

From: mark
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 7:05 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Scary update- Christian who got 2 jabs
This update hurts. The same guy that I previously told you about that seemed (past tense) to continue to have a strong faith in God post vaccine just told me on the phone that he was ready to throw away his Bible if God didn’t do what he wanted. He insinuated that he was considering walking away from the faith. To be fair and balanced, he is going through a terrible personal situation with his wife, so I'm hoping that it was just a moment of weakness and not the result of mRNA gene therapy. Very scary though. I'll keep you informed.

---------------------
Remember what Karl Marx, the father of communism announced, that his objective in life was to "dethrone God". There's motive, capability, and execution of a plan we have merely just begun to see play out. If the plan involves a strong delusion coming in the near future. God sending a strong delusion could perhaps be by his permissive will. He could use man's evil plans to carry out this delusion on mankind.

So, in summary, we have predictions of removing the soul with vaccines and/or pharmaceuticals, a study about a gene connected to one’s religious beliefs, a prescription medication that inhibits said gene, and a possible Pentagon briefing presenting a future aerosol virus and vaccine that would eliminate this gene from affecting human behavior, and a vaccine trial participant saying “I can’t feel God; my soul is dead.”


From: elaine
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 8:54 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Dr Scott, there is something else I'd like to mention. My friend does energy testing and she also noted that the V shot seems to do a disconnect in your brain, maybe the spiritual part of your brain, or the conscience part. She said she's noted people are biologically doing the same things they used to do but their moral compass is changed. Have you observed this? Come to think of it a long time friend has alienated me by acting terribly rude after she got the two shots. I can’t even stand to be around her she turned kind of evil.
God Bless you 🙏

Original Message-----
From: Brian
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 6:18 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Comment From a New Ager That Does ‘Energy Work’ (Take with a Grain of Salt)—Her Observations On What happens Energetically After One Takes the Covid Vaccination
"A message from France - the experiences of a French energetic healer:
What happens in the energy bodies and especially in your soul after the "vaccination"?
Experience of a therapist who has been working for many years with energy, with energy healing, with the subtle bodies.
"I held a session with a person who had received the first and second dose of the vac. I had already treated this person energetically, but I did not know that she had taken the vac. When I started the treatment, I immediately noticed the change, very heavy energy coming from their subtle bodies. The scariest thing was when I worked on the heart chakra, I connected with her soul, so she was detached from the physical body, she had no contact and it was as if she was floating in a state of total confusion. A damage of the consciousness that loses
contact with the physical part, so with our biological machine, there is no more communication between them.

During the treatment, this soul told me that it no longer felt the body and had the impression of floating in a deep malaise. The energy I was working with, the energy of their energy field, was very heavy and you could feel these substances that are very stressful for the subtle bodies.

I continued the treatment..., but it seemed that the soul could not receive any more light, frequency or energy. It was a very powerful experience for me.

Then I understood that this substance (the vaxx) is in fact used to detach the consciousness, so that this consciousness can no longer interact through this body that it has in life, where there is no more contact, no more frequency, no more light, no more energetic balance or spirit... I didn’t say anything to the person because I didn’t know how to say it and if they would have understood.

I realized that it is not only polluting the subtle bodies and the physical body, but it is something having to do with our soul. The purpose is to damage and try to destroy the contact with consciousness. What Steiner said is exactly that. It is not just about damaging the immune system.

**Update - Second treatment of the person**

There has been another change and again deterioration, both in the severity and in the energy that their energy field transmits, but most importantly there has been a very significant decrease in frequency. At the moment he is not showing any physical symptoms on the physical body. As for the situation manifesting on the energetic level and especially the soul, it has been confirmed that the soul has been expelled from the physical body, **it is still bound by the so-called cord**, but it confirms that it no longer interacts with the physical, emotional and mental body, there is no longer any kind of communication. The soul is no longer able to manage these three bodies... precisely because this contact has been broken."

**Comment about this from a listener:**

From: Patricia  
Sent: Friday, April 9, 2021 4:33 PM  
To: Scott Johnson  

**Subject:** We've had many discussions on topics similar to this. That is Rudolf Steiner she is referring to again (I believe, unless there is some other Steiner I don't about...) She is not just some ignorant new ager, that makes up the bulk of them. She is very deep into this, and she is probably an internal theosophist and has her third eye open. She is messing with the mechanics of how God made us, with the help of Lucifer and whatever light beings were sent to deceive her. Unfortunately they may be showing her some truth here. I could see this on some level having some truth. That being said we would need to hear more testimony from others like her that do energy work. I believe a lot of people do energy work but most don't have her stated skill level. Caution is advised with this and more evidence needs to be collected. I do think there is something wrong with all these people who have been vaccinated, starting with my coworkers.. I don't know exactly what is wrong but I do think something is wrong with them.
Our Spirit and the Silver Cord

If you’ve ever had a near death experience (NDE) or tried astral projection, you may have seen the silver cord. The silver cord is often referred to as the “life thread” because it supplies energy to the physical body. If the silver cord is severed, the physical body can no longer be sustained and dies.

I had a conversation last week with a Christian about the silver cord. She told me she was raised by her Nanny who experienced an NDE in the hospital. Her Nanny stated that she was floating near the ceiling of the hospital room watching her body on the operating table. After floating around she grabbed the silvery-looking cord still attached to her and used to it to pull herself back into her physical body. “I know it sounds like New Age misinformation,” my friend assured me, “but my Nanny was the most sincere person you could ever know.”

I told my friend not to worry. It wasn’t misinformation at all; the silver cord is known about in many religious circles, and it’s even in the Bible. A shocked look spread across her face, so I showed her the scripture:

Ecc 12:6 Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, or the pitcher be broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken at the cistern.
Ecc 12:7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.

In this one regard the Bible clearly supports the teachings of many Eastern religions on this subject; if the silver cord is severed you will die. The Hebrew for “loosed” indicates that which is completely removed from the person. People usually describe the silver cord as a wispy, etheric-looking filament about one inch in diameter. It’s silvery-grayish in color, and seems to have infinite elasticity, stretching on as far as the astral body travels.

The COVID Vax ‘Transmission to the Unvaxxed’ Phenomenon

This Covid Vax transmission has now become well-known. Many have experienced it. The COVID vaxxed are transmitting something to those around them (including many unvaccinated people) that is causing those around them to suffer strange symptoms (migraines, nosebleeds, bruising, bloating, period pain, serious irregularity with menstruation, etc). In my previous article which covered this topic, I ended by offering up a theory that the ultimate cause of this bizarre phenomenon was resonance or frequency. In this article, I will expand upon this idea some more. What is going on here is unprecedented; never before in history (that I am aware of) has a so-called ‘medicine’ or ‘treatment’ (the COVID Kill Shot non-vaccine) ended up spreading to those who didn’t take it to cause them tangible harm as is happening right now.

DNA is short for deoxyribonucleic acid and is considered the master genetic blueprint of the human body. It is arranged in a spiral helix. DNA is also a transmitter and receiver of energy; 2008 Nobel Prize winner Luc Montagnier proved that DNA transmits and receives frequencies in his 2010 paper entitled DNA Waves and Water where he showed that “bacterial and viral DNA sequences have been found to induce low frequency electromagnetic waves in high aqueous dilutions.” In other words, DNA is like an antenna. This article summarizes Montagnier’s findings.
Some researchers are tying this in to the overall nanotech agenda (including things like the hydrogel biosensor), stressing that although there may be a chemical element that is being transmitted, the main cause is the energetic element – frequency. He emphasizes that the introduction of synthetic mRNA via the non-vaccine kill shot is designed to change the DNA antenna inside of us, so that it responds to a new (artificial) command and control center – in other words, it’s literally hijacking our divine connection.

“It’s not really about shedding some substance so much as a transmission of what is in the vaccine, or what the vaccine is giving off...

People who ... have had the vaccine are having [their] DNA antenna re-wired so that [they] receive and transmit different kinds of information, and it locks [them] in to this Smart Grid, this Cloud. That’s the foundation; I am not saying there’s not a chemical element to this transmission we’re hearing about, but for me the key area is this frequency. And if you get nanotechnology in the body, and then it starts transmitting its frequency, then obviously that frequency, that substance which is impacting upon the person who’s had it, as it transmits its frequency, it’s going to impact in the same way on others who pick up that frequency, even though they’ve not actually had the jab.

I think this is the foundation of what’s going on. They’ve turned these vaccinated people into antennae, transmitting their frequency.”

So, just as with many aspects of the COVID op, this subject of COVID vax transmission ties in to the Synthetic Agenda, the Nanotech Agenda, the Smart Grid and so much more. This isn’t just about toxic vaccines, gene therapy devices, sterilization, infertility and depopulation, although these are all clear and present components of the operation. This is about controlling the information our DNA can access, because that in turn affects our perception. This is about the larger NWO (New World Order) scheme of perception control. Our perception depends upon the information we receive. This bizarre phenomenon is actually about changing Who We Are at a fundamental level, so that our perception becomes so narrow that we become technological slaves, cut off from our divine potential. Interestingly, there was a report last year from someone who got the COVID non-vaccine and allegedly said: “They’ve killed God; I can’t feel God; my soul is dead.”

Finally, I will finish with this prescient quote from Rudolf Steiner who wrote it over 100 years ago:

Rudolf Joseph Steiner (27 (or 25) February 1861– 30 March 1925) was an Austrian philosopher...& esotericist, [8][9] and claimed clairvoyant, [10][11] At the beginning of the twentieth century he founded an esoteric spiritual movement, anthroposophy, with roots in German idealist philosophy and theosophy; other influences include Goethean science and Rosicrucianism. [12]

“In the future, the soul will be eliminated by medicine. On the pretense of health, there will be a vaccine whereby the human organism will be treated as soon as possible, possibly directly at birth, so that the human being cannot develop the awareness of the soul and the Spirit.

Materialistic doctors will be entrusted with the task of removing the soul from humanity. Like today, people are vaccinated against specific diseases, so in the
future, children will be vaccinated with a substance that will immunize against the ‘madness’ of spiritual life. The vaccinated person could be very clever, but would not develop a conscience, and that’s the real goal of some materialistic circles. With such a vaccine, you could get the etheric body to detach from the physical body. When the etheric body is detached, the relationship between the soul and the universe becomes extremely unstable and man an automaton, because the physical body of man must be polished on this Earth by will and by spiritual effort. So, the vaccine becomes a kind of force that rivets consciousness to matter. Man can no longer get rid of materialistic feeling. It remains animal by constitution and can no longer rise to spiritual conscience.”

He also wrote this:

“I have told you that the spirits of darkness are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom they will be dwelling, to find a vaccine that will drive all inclination toward spirituality out of people’s souls when they are still very young, and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. Today, bodies are vaccinated against one thing and another; in future, children will be vaccinated with a substance which it will certainly be possible to produce, and this will make them immune, so that they do not develop foolish inclinations connected with spiritual life – ‘foolish’ here, of course, in the eyes of materialists.”

https://thefreedomarticles.com/covid-vax-transmission-phenomenon-frequency-change/

Amazon Alexa Warns About the Covid Vaccine Creating Zombies
It’s funny I hear that “I am Legend” (the huge Hollywood film from 14 years ago about a vaccine that created billions of zombies) is one of the main films Netflix is currently promoting, and now we also have this:

Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dmy_edVBf1k which is confirmation of the last study I posted this week (see part one and the beginning of part two):

Emergency Freedom Alerts: 3-8-21-Part 1 &  Emergency Freedom Alerts: 3-8-21-Part 2

mRNA vaccines may cause your body to churn out PRIONS that “eat your brain” like Mad Cow Disease

Thursday, April 08, 2021 by: Mike Adams (Natural News)
The spike protein outer shell of the coronavirus contains “prion-like regions” that give the virus very high adhesion to ACE2 receptors in the human body. This has been documented by a study entitled, “SARS-CoV-2 Prion-Like Domains in Spike Proteins Enable Higher Affinity to ACE2,” published by the Human Microbiology Institute:

The presence and unique distribution of prion-like domains in the SARS-CoV-2 receptor-binding domains of the spike protein is particularly interesting, since although the SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV S proteins share the same host cell
receptor, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), SARS-CoV-2 demonstrates a 10- to 20-fold higher affinity for ACE2.

The mRNA vaccine works by hijacking your body’s cells and causing them to churn out proteins modeled after the spike proteins in the SARS-cov-2 coronavirus. Since that structure includes prion-like regions, random errors in mRNA sequences — which may be truncated by the human immune system before they reach the ribosomes in the cells — could cause mRNA vaccine recipients to churn out prions in their own bodies.

The risk of this was assessed by Dr. J. Bart Classen, who authored a paper in Microbiology & Infectious Diseases: “Covid-19 RNA Based Vaccines and the Risk of Prion Disease.” You can see the text of the study at this link.

That study concludes, “The results indicate that the vaccine RNA has specific sequences that may induce TDP-43 and FUS to fold into their pathologic prion confirmations.”

It also explains: The folding of TDP-43 and FUS into their pathologic prion confirmations is known to cause ALS, front temporal lobar degeneration, Alzheimer's disease and other neurological degenerative diseases.

The Mayo Clinic says CJD, the disease caused by prions, is 100% fatal and has no treatment. Some of the symptoms of CJD (prion disease) described by the Mayo Clinic include:

- Stroke-like symptoms
- Difficulty speaking
- Confusion
- Odd movements

Other symptoms include emotional changes, a sharp loss of cognitive function and seeming personality changes. It all ends in death. Once the prion symptoms are evident, it’s already too late.

mRNA vaccines may unleash a wave of “zombie” prion disease deaths, known as “Mad Cow Disease” in humans (CJD)

Because of the mechanisms revealed above, there is a possibility that mRNA vaccines might unleash a wave of neurological disease over the next several years. Victims of this prion disease would appear to have rapid-onset Alzheimer’s, dementia or cognitive decline. This condition could affect millions or even tens of millions of people in the United States alone. This wave of prion disease would, in a way, transform people into “zombies” as the prions “eat their brains.”

The entire fake news media insists this is impossible. They say prions can’t be created by mRNA vaccines. Then again, these are the same dangerously false, misleading and deliberately dishonest media outlets that currently claim the coronavirus wasn’t engineered in a Chinese lab, and they simultaneously (and falsely) claim no one has died from covid-19 vaccines. Therefore, the fake news media has zero credibility and is known to lie to cover up the crimes and product safety faults of the vaccine industry. The fact that corporate-run propaganda media outlets claim mRNA vaccines can’t cause prions probably means they can. CNBC is already reporting that 1 in 3 covid “survivors” now has a mental disorder. Are these post-vaccine people?
Today’s podcast discusses the “vaccine zombie” phenomenon in more detail. Brighteon.com/e6c842d1-0388-4dc0-8fd9-c84f23f735c2
Here’s the full Situation Update podcast for today: Brighteon.com/a38639ee-56c1-4d2d-8bcd-868ef7b7f79

The Kill Shot Is an “Operating System” In Your Own Body!!! The Vaxx Companies Admit This!! Anybody Who’s About To Get Jabbed Must See This!!
Play to 4:17: https://www.brighteon.com/b28bc501-e0a1-40cd-9e86-9f37c32bdb9c

The Canadian theology professor Dr. Pierre Gilbert during a lecture in 1995 warned of a coming mandatory vaccine containing liquid crystals that when exposed to magnetic frequencies, turn vaccine recipients into "zombies"-- Mind Control: Scientists Engineer ‘Magneto’ Protein Capable Of Remotely Controlling Brain & Behavior

"The vaccines will have liquid crystals that will become hosted in the brain cells, which will become micro-receivers of electromagnetic fields where waves of very low frequencies will be sent."

"And through these low frequency waves people will be unable to think, you'll be turned into a zombie."

"Don't think of this as a hypothesis. This has been done. Think of Rwanda," he added, suggesting this technology was behind the 1994 Rwandan genocide.

In a 2016 experiment, synthesized proteins were inserted into a VIRUS, where they were injected into brains of mice to ultimately control the reward/motivation centers of brain using magnetic fields. Scientists developed a new method of controlling certain nerve cells of the brain to manipulate behaviors — and it’s delivered via viral injection. In 2016, researchers at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville genetically engineered a magnetized protein, called Magneto, which is inserted into a virus that's injected into an animal's brain to manipulate neural activity under the remote influence of magnetic fields...

Neuroscientist Steve Ramirez of Harvard University, who uses optogenetics to manipulate memories in the brains of mice, says the mind control study is “bad ass.”

This remarkable study is notable given anecdotally reported strange side effects with the COVID-19 vaccine involving magnetism. It’s also worth pointing out that Canadian theology professor Dr. Pierre Gilbert during a lecture in 1995 warned of a coming mandatory vaccine containing liquid crystals that, when exposed to magnetic frequencies, turn vaccine recipients into “zombies.”
“In the biological destruction there are the organized tempests on the magnetic fields,” Gilbert said. “What will follow is a contamination of the bloodstreams of mankind, creating intentional infections.”

“This will be enforced via laws that will make vaccination mandatory,” he continued. “And these vaccines will make possible to control people.”

“The vaccines will have liquid crystals that will become hosted in the brain cells, which will become micro-receivers of electromagnetic fields where waves of very low frequencies will be sent.”

“And through these low frequency waves people will be unable to think, you’ll be turned into a zombie.”

“Don’t think of this as a hypothesis. This has been done. Think of Rwanda,” he added, suggesting this technology was behind the 1994 Rwandan genocide. https://survivalblog.science.blog/2021/05/19/vaccines-turn-recipients-into-zombies/

---

**Kill Shot Cyborg Predictive Programing from the 2007 Vexille Movie!!!**

Play: https://www.brighteon.com/c76165f1-6e39-4d0f-b0ae-caa04362896f

---

**Live Blood Cell Analysis Shows the Covid Vaccinated Blood Is Defiled and Being Infiltrated With Nano Particles & Only God Knows What Else**

*Cheryl Reeder May 1 at 4:59 PM* · I have a friend who is a Nutrition Microscopist. She is a expert in her field and has helped me immensely! She had many clients who received the so-called Vax and asked them to come in for a free analysis! To her horror this is what she saw! The top picture is completely healthy cells before the vax. The progression of the cells changed drastically in the next few days! The third picture(white specs) shows the foreign nano particles that show up in your blood! Your body can NEVER detox from it and eventually those particles will go into every cell of your body!!!

My friend weeps over this because she understands blood! The repercussions over this will affect the health of that individual for the remainder of their life!!! **THIS EXPERIMENTAL VACCINATION IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY!!!**

Photos are posted here: https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=2885164391802257&set=pcb.2885165928468770

---

![Picture 1](https://example.com/image1.png)

![Picture 2](https://example.com/image2.png)
Cheryl Reeder

<< New pictures from my friend! She examined 9 people today and they all had those nanoparticles in it! On these pictures she is unclear on what she is seeing.

Simón Bolivar

One characteristic of nanoparticles is that they are SELF-ASSEMBLING! Those nanoparticles must have assembled themselves into forms big enough to be seen without an electron microscope. For more info>> "Self-assembly of Nanoparticles" [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-assembly_of_nanoparticles](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-assembly_of_nanoparticles)

Suzanne Rouleau
I had a blood test like these done years ago they are awesome & I agree that if everyone could see their before and after they might think twice!

Cheryl Reeder  Suzanne Rouleau  Yes.... She gave me a ton of information on what she has been seeing!

When she analyzes blood right after the vaccination it is horrific! The nano particles are there along with the cell abnormalities! She sees hardly any white blood cells! One week after the vaccination she starts to see healing taking place. She sees more white blood cells returning and the red blood cells are starting to look better! But..... The nano particles are still there and they are multiplying. Right now it is UNCLEAR on what they really are!

BOMBSHELL! 5G Network to Wirelessly Power Devices. Guess what it can do to nanotech (DARPA-financed)

I've shown before that the 5G – Covid – vaccines connection is actually DATA. Now we learn it’s energy too. Of course this is not a novel idea, but the announcement made by Georgia tech and more counts as an official confirmation that they pursue this concept

Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZn8ZzqW5aA

COVID Crisis Schemed to Decoy Cyborg Plot of Linking Human Brains to the Cloud: National Security Fraud/Crime Charged Against Moderna/Pfizer/DOD “Racketeering Enterprise” in Federal Court Case

Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, who the drug companies smeared as a “dentist” and “conspiracy theorist,” is suing the gene-altering bioengineers, Pfizer and Moderna, for damaging his personal, professional, commercial, and religious interests by way of fraud and crimes committed against humanity by the alleged “racketeering enterprise.” The BigPharma/BigTech/BigMedia conglomerate has effectively “captured” the Defense Department, federal health agencies, and the mainstream media, according to evidence filed in the case.
A *decoy* is defined militarily as, “an imitation in any sense of a person, object, or phenomenon that is intended to deceive enemy surveillance devices or mislead enemy evaluation.”

The COVID “phenomenon,” according to new discoveries in the case, is intended to deceive and mislead civilization’s awareness of the actual lab science underlying the pandemic, as well as divert from the plague’s actual purpose—the corporate/military intelligence community’s deployment of the ‘plandemic’ to advance new transhumanist/cyborg biotechnology. Financed by ‘Bill Gates & Company’ with M.I.T. and Harvard scientists’ complicity; top Defense Department, CIA, and National Security officials have
secreted (from the lay public) the risky wireless hydrogel neuroscience and corresponding Moderna/Pfizer mRNA vaccine and nasal swab developments. The nano-biotechnology suitable for nasal swabs and vaccination injections was largely pioneered by Charles Lieber at Harvard, working with leading M.I.T. and Moderna nano-biotech ace, Robert Langer, according to evidence filed for review by Judge John Badalamenti and Nicholas Mizell in Fort Myers, Florida on April 12, 2021.

The alleged cyborg and “transhumanist” biotechnology, and alleged COVID response hydrogel deployment scheme, operates mainly under the financial influence and cover of Gates, DARPA, and the leading global intelligence agencies.

Dr. Horowitz’s documents reveal Lieber founded Nanosys, Inc.—one of the leading nano-bioelectronics companies largely financed by the CIA’s In-Q-Tel. These irrefutable connections best explain the double-dealing between the World Health Organization (“WHO”), the National Institutes of Health, the National Institute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases NIAID, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (“CDC”) and China’s military overseeing Wuhan lab operations. The complicity and cover-up of Chinese and American officials concealing the Langer/Lieber/Wuhan lab evidence best explains the militarily-weaponized “advanced function” COVID-19/SARS/HIV mutagen developed by both East and West collaborators.

Beyond the “Great Global Reset” justifiably alleged, transhumanism appears to be the overriding motive behind risking civilization’s health, safety, and extinction with COVID and related bio-electronic commerce, according to Dr. Horowitz. Bill Gates and his partner, Klaus Schwab, director of the World Economic Forum, describes transhumanism as a “fusion of our physical, digital, and biological identities.” This cyborg movement and its impositions (including social distancing and mask-wearing), depends on the hydrogel’s capacity to cross the blood brain barrier with nano-particles of copper, gold or silver capable of wirelessly data-mining and linking consciousness to the Cloud. This chief objective is clearly and convincingly espoused by the WHO’s leading sponsors—Gates and Schwab.

According to Schwab, this Fourth Industrial Revolution (“4IR”) fuses digital and biological domains that serve “tech-savvy individuals” (and the ‘global elite’) more than “less knowledgeable individuals.” The new technology is destined to produce “a true global civilization.”

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to robotize humanity, and thus compromise our traditional sources of – work, community, family, identity,” Schwab lectures. “Or we can use the Fourth Industrial Revolution to lift humanity into a new collective and moral consciousness based on a shared sense of destiny.”

“That is the ‘we’re all in this together’ meme,” Dr. Horowitz quipped.

In January 2019, the leading 4IR nano-biotechnologist—Harvard chemistry professor and Nanosys, Inc. founder, Charles Lieber—was indicted by the Justice Department for lying about his network of alleged Chinese espionage agents.
“Contrary to ridiculous and diversionary propaganda,” Dr. Horowitz said. “The Chinese were most interested in the 4IR neuroscience biotechnology suitable for vaccines or **nasal swab hydrogel** nano-implants. “Communism and socialism fails without optimal mind-control over populations,” Horowitz explained as a Harvard-trained expert in behavioral science, media health education, social engineering and emerging diseases. His revelations in the origins of AIDS, Ebola and now COVID, have made him the best-selling author in these fields internationally. He has been whistleblowing for a quarter century on the secret agents and agencies most responsible for the modern pandemics. “Cyborg-level mind-control is best provided **covertly** militarily by Lieber’s and Langer’s neuroscience and related biotechnology for ‘frequency therapeutics,’” Dr. Horowitz explained. “That includes data-mining and computer analysis of wireless communications between human brains and the Cloud. That is what today’s warlords are deploying to diagnose, treat, or control virtually everything that is ongoing in people’s their bodies, minds, and energetically-administered spirits.

“In other words, “civilization’s collective consciousness is being hijacked by BigTech that is also BigPharma and the PharmaMedia.” Like the intelligence community and military, however, the Justice Department too has been “captured” and subverted, Dr. Horowitz evidences. For example, the FBI-indictment by [Special Agent Robert Plumb](#) falsified the classified intelligence Lieber was caught transferring to Chinese military officials and the Wuhan lab. Instead of citing Lieber’s Nanosys, Inc.’s financing by the CIA for special brain cell biochemistry and “therapeutic” nano-vaccinology, Plumb’s affidavit misrepresented Lieber’s transfers as intelligence for building “electric car batteries.”

Subsequently, parties to the criminal case against Lieber sealed the court records for presumed National Security. This concealment of evidence implicates the government’s complicity with DARPA’s, Bill Gates’s, Klaus Schwab’s and the CIA’s 4IR hydrogel neuro-science operation and COVID impositions.

As evidenced in Horowitz’s lawsuit, Harvard’s Lieber and M.I.T.’s Langer co-authored (with their students) much of the world’s most advanced neuroscience in this field of nano-bioelectric technology. Their financing came mostly from Bill Gates’s enterprise and the DOD through DARPA, according to court records.

The Harvard, M.I.T. and Epstein Connections Making headline news in 2019, M.I.T.’s media lab came under suspicion from Gates’s financing through Jeffrey Epstein’s investment group advancing this same nano-neurobiotechnology enterprise. M.I.T. and Moderna’s Robert Langer was spared the scandal however, apparently to conceal the larger
clandestine crime against humanity—the hydrogel deployment program for optimal ‘population control.’

A photo taken in Epstein’s home with Gates and his alleged “body guard,” Boris Nicolic, evidences the nano-biotechnology mainstream media decoy, diversion, censorship, and misinformation. Nicolic’s close association with Epstein and Gates made him privy to Lieber’s and Langer’s developing wireless nano-neuroelectric-biotechnologies.

To allegedly launder the massive fortunes Gates, Nicolic, Langer, and fellow ‘inside-traders’, the investors formed “Particles for Humanity” in 2020. The name “Particles” ironically reflects the hydrogel nano-particles of copper, gold, or silver deployed in the lipid polymer device converting humanity into a cyborg community.

The term ‘Regulatory capture’ by Gates & Company best explains: (a) the FDA’s decision to grant the drug companies’ Emergency Use Authorization for these experimental vaccines; (b) the military’s involvement in advancing this nano-biotechnology; (c) the intelligence agencies’ complicity in secreting such a cyborg program for civilization’s transformation into transhumanism;” (d) the FDA’s gross negligence in certifying Pfizer and Moderna’s safety-testing data that clearly showed the drug companies had not performed any “genetic safety testing” on the admitted “genetic therapies;” and (e) the Emergency Use Authorization (“EUA”) granted illegally despite several alternatives being available.

A pdf download of Horowitz’s latest filing opposing Moderna’s motion to dismiss is available HERE. This filing is supplement by “Plaintiff’s Motion for Judicial Notice” bringing the court’s attention to the connections between the DOD’s DARPA, Moderna, Pfizer, et. al., and the nano-bioelectric hydrogel technology for connecting human brains to the Cloud.

In response to Dr. Horowitz’s lawsuit, defendants Pfizer, Moderna, Henry Schein, and Hearst, immediately filed to stay such discovery of evidence pending their motions to dismiss the case. The companies’ actions are intended to bury their liability and this intelligence forever.

https://medicalveritas.org/covid-crisis-schemed-to-decoy-cyborg-plot/